A mathematical structure is sketched that is meant to capture the regularities and hierarchies in the structure of images. The approach is motivated by difficulties arising from aerial image analysis of urban terrain. It is not feasible to list and model all possibilities for things such as buildings that occur in such data. Emanating from the Gestalt-theory of perception an abstract algebra of operations on image objects is defined and the formal properties are discussed. It is intended to build a future software system on such formalisms that will realize only those gestalt models that are evident from the data and can build and recognize structures of previously unseen and unexpected structure.
Introduction
At least since the days of Helmholtz the underlying principles of human perception are scientifically discussed. Major contributions are now a hundred years old. The German word Gestalt is the usual term referring to groups of entities arranged in a salient manner. Salience is meant here as the property of inevitably guiding human perceptive attention. Figure 1 shows an example for situations that we intend with this contribution. In an aerial image of an urban area symmetric gabled roofs are present. A building is formed of two wings of the same form rotated by π/2. Such building is arranged pairwise in a mirror-symmetry. More building groups of this type are arranged in a row. The row again has a symmetric partner, etc. How may a machine-vision system look like that can recognize such a pattern and generate an appropriate description from it? It will be only of practical use, if it does not code the particular realizations in this picture rigidly. It must be flexible to discover new arrangements and hierarchies in every example. What kinds of datastructures are suitable for such task? These are the topics of the proposed rather preliminary contribution of ideas.
Related Work
Progress in this field is slow and thus quite old literature is to be considered. Some of it has been originally published in different languages and is only partially available in English translations.
Gestaltism
The classics of Gestaltist literature are [20] , [14] and [6] . A common practice in this branch of psychology is argumentation by drawing dot patterns and demonstrating the gestalt phenomena by use of the readers own perceptive mechanisms. A lot of work consists of identifying or inventing illusions that reveal properties of human perception.
Steps towards incorporating such findings into automatic machine vision systems are taken e.g. by Lowe [7] . Often this involves a more or less general theory of perception incorporating machines, animals and human [3] . Probably the most elaborated work on the mathematical foundation and automation of Gestaltist ideas is [1] .
... ... ... Fig. 1 . Example of a rather typical Gestalt hierarchy as they occur in urban remote sensing data.
Practical Attempts on Remote Sensing Data
The main interest in automatic understanding of previously unseen repetitive or symmetric gestalts comes from remote sensing -in particular from aerial image analysis of urban scenery. Well known sources are the proceedings of the ETH workshops on building and road recognition in Ascona [4] (1995, 1997 and 2001) . Elements of a syntactic formulation of generic building models for recognition in aerial imagery can be found e.g. in [2] . Very interesting early work on arrangements and hierarchies of arrangements of objects in aerial images is presented already 1980 by Nagao and Matsuyama [15] . The most well known contribution concerning a corresponding production system is the SIGMA-system [10] . There sophisticated control structures are given that can help handling the inevitable computational effort problems.
Algebra
There is an algebraic theory of pattern recognition, image analysis and estimation Zhuravlev and Gurevich [21, 5] . Searching images for regularities of arbitrary form is identified by Gurevich in [5] as one of the objectives of image analysis for which the descriptive algebraic approach is meant. However, this is only one of many other purposes -whereas this contribution focuses on this particular and important task.
The symmetry groups and grid structures used here may well be understood as particular allowable transforms in the image formation models used in the descriptive image algebra theory. But, for the purpose of our gestalt operations, such group transforms are always understood locally with respect to a specific location (and orientation). They only act on few gestalts involved in the construction -not globally. What is found about reductions to recognizable canonical representatives may well be transferred and used here.
Less relatedness can be found with the image algebra as defined by Ritter and Wilson [16] . Much of that work is related to the pixel grid structure of images, how convolution filters and morphological filters can be captured algebraically etc. Our gestalt algebra leaves the level of pixels as soon as possible. In the extreme case a single pixel is a primitive gestalt object of our structure -the grid is neglected and the whole image is not treated at all.
Picture Grammars
There is a long history of syntactic pattern recognition methods. Many kinds of grammars for image analysis were already studied by Rosenfeld [17] . Viewing the objects as a set and the interrelation between them as constraints and hierarchical constructions is captured by the constrained multi-set grammars of Marriot and Meyer [9] . This gains algebraic structure with Wang's thesis [19] where e.g. mathematical order structures are treated on the constraints between the objects. Most of these syntactical works concentrate on certain diagram understanding tasks -such as electronic circuits.
Own Previous Work
Resting on earlier fundaments the blackboard image understanding system from which many of the ideas of this contribution stem was first published in 1986 [8] . There has been a syntactic foundation as well [12] . The system was used for complex 3D-scene understanding tasks [18] . Later work with the same production system structure was on building recognition from high resolution SAR-images [11] and on estimation of geometric entities by good sample consensus [13] . Up to now there has not been an algebraic fundament to this work. And up to now the symbols and objectclasses had been fixed and pre-defined. The purpose of this contribution is initializing new work in these directions.
Definitions
This technical section defines the gestalt algebra in four steps: First in Section 3.1 the primitive elements are introduced that form the fundament of the proposed structure. These primitives are located in a metric space. Then symmetry groups are introduced in 3.2 working on the associated space -such that the objects can be mapped on each other. These mappings define a matching assessment for groups of objects. Thus the fundament is given for the gestalt operations given in 3.3 and the algebra in 3.4.
Primitive Gestalts
We call a metric space D -such as the 2d-pixel coordinates of an image, gradients of image edges, 3d-world coordinates of laser measured scene surface points, 2d+t coordinates of a video etc. -a primitive domain. On this we will build our algebraic structure.
In order to distinguish more than one type of objects we introduce a finite set of primitive symbols V p ={σ 1 ,…, σ m }. Each of these has a sub-space D j ⊆D assigned to it.
Pixels will only have their coordinates and their brightness; edgels will have a gradient instead of the brightness, etc. Each object has an assessment value 0<α≤1 assigned to it. For a contour primitive this may be a monotone function of the local gradient magnitude, etc.
An instance g=(σ j , d, α)∈V p ×D j ×(0,1] will be called a primitive gestalt henceforth.
Symmetries on the Domain
A symmetry group is a finite (order m) group G of mappings f such that
is objective and preserves the metric. G contains the identity as neutral element and an inverse f -1 for every element. Examples are mirror mappings or rotations. 
is usually straightforwardly solvable. From such a solution we can obtain a new assessment using 
with a suitable domain-dependent parameter ζ. We also calculate the distance between the reference position γ p and the position d 0 and call it γ d . Thus we get for such a set of points and such a group a unique result (α,
We cannot recover the original points from this description -but we can draw an "ideal representative" in the correct position, orientation and size. And we have assessed its quality.
Gestalt Operations

As operations on gestalts g i we allow symmetry operations, grid operations and cluster operations:
A symmetry operation has the following form:
where G is a finite symmetry group operating on D, γ∈G minimizes the metric distances as outlined in Section 3.2. As an example we take mirror symmetries where k=2 and we can write ( ) A grid operation has following two forms:
is initially grouping a pair of similar gestalts and attributing it with the corresponding centre of gravity and translational vector respectively. This vector can be coded as an orientation and a length. The assessment is based on the similarity of the pair of gestalts. The second form is
1
for recursively appending further elements to a grid with k similar gestalts so that they form a grid with k+1 members. The centre of gravity is than shifted accordingly and δ 2 is the estimation for the translation vector from the last gestalt of the row to the appended gestalt. The assessment is based on the similarity of the translations t-δ 2 .
Note that in operation (7) the nature of the attribute domain of the first element and of the resulting element is the same.
We would see the operations indicated in (6) and (7) only as the simplest case (1-dimensional) of more elaborated (n-dimensional) grids known in algebraic geometry. A cluster operation has the following form:
where all the gestalts g j are just merged into one. This is the simplest form. There are no further dimensions added to the attribute domain. The assessment α is based on the similarity and closeness of the gestalts that participate.
Closure
The closure of the operations indicated in Section 3.3 given the set of primitive gestalts as sketched in Section 3.1 will be called a gestalt algebra. An element of such algebra codes a set of primitive objects and a chain of operations on them that explain their arrangement in the domain.
There is a problem with this: For closing the algebra the operations must be defined for combinations of any elements of it.
• The centre-of-gravity assignment and the metric must be defined for different primitive gestalts. One solution here may be taking into account the most primitive common part only. E.g. for a primitive line segment and a primitive spot element take the distance of their centres. However, this would not meet the intention. A better solution in this case is taking this distance and adding the maximal distance possible between the orientations of line segments. Then, a line and a spot can never have zero distance -which is intended -but their locations still matter.
• We have seen that e.g. with every symmetry-operation the attribute domain is gaining further dimensions. A metric is required that is also defined between elements of spaces of different dimension and topology as they occur in the definitions of Section 3.3. Such metric should incorporate properly the dissimilarity between gestalts of different type and level of abstraction.
• Another possibility would be to include a special symbol "clutter" -a kind of null. If objects are too dissimilar to give a proper metric distance their combination in an operation will result in such an object which has infinite distance from anything else and can produce nothing else but again clutter. Because we are aware of this technical imperfection we would not call this contribution "The Gestalt algebra" but rather present it as elements of a definition of such structure. It is not yet complete.
It is however already quite clear that many nice and desirable properties such as associativity are not given here. Commutativity holds for certain symmetry operations. It remains to be investigated what kind of distributivity laws hold when the different operations are mixed in compound structures.
Discussion
Why do we use algebraic terms and notations for the indicated purpose of describing hierarchically constructed pattern structures? Alternatively one could also use syntactic definitions such as graph-grammars or constrained multi-set grammars. In fact this has also been done as indicated in Section 2.
Our hope is that with the help of the well developed algebraic apparatus -such as the hierarchies of group theory -in particular ambiguous gestalts such as the one presented in Figure 2 can be handled more appropriately. This gestalt can be composed at least in the following different ways: 1) As a mirror symmetric pair of complete rotations of order four of square gestalts. 2) As a mirror symmetry of two rows of four square each where also the spacing is similar. 3) As mirror symmetry of mirror symmetry gestalts. If it is so which of these should really be taken as different gestalts -and which should really be identified as the same element of our algebra? If such identification makes sense then what is the canonical representative of such an equivalence class? We intend to construct our formalisms such that structure, geometric attributes and hierarchy of previously unseen objects become explicit in the automatically extracted instances. It is most important that it can identify automatically different but equivalent descriptions of the same object. We think that algebra is a good candidate to work on these practically very important issues.
